Qlik Branch® Terms of Use

1. General

QlikTech Inc. and its affiliates ("Qlik") welcome you to Qlik Branch® (hereinafter "Qlik Site"). The Qlik Site includes areas such as the Playground, Knowledge and Garden, which provide forums where users who have registered with Qlik (as described below) may post content, transmit communications, participate in training, discussion forums, document and information sharing, and other issues of interest to users of Qlik products and services.

2. User’s Acceptance of Terms of Use

These Terms of Use shall govern your access, registration or use of the Qlik Site. By using the Qlik Site, you agree to comply with these Terms of Use. If you breach any of the Terms of Use, your authorization to use the Qlik Site automatically terminates and you agree to immediately destroy any material you obtained from the Qlik Site. Qlik retains the right to reject any posts, uploads or contributions and to edit or remove content, at any time in its sole discretion, and without notice or liability. The Qlik Site contains links to other sites, which may require compliance with supplemental or third-party terms in addition to those set forth here ("Supplemental Terms of Use"). If there is a conflict between these Terms of Use and any Supplemental Terms of Use, then the Supplemental Terms of Use shall govern your use and access of that particular function or area to which it pertains.

Qlik reserves the right to modify, suspend or terminate all or part the Qlik Site or these Terms of Use from time to time at its sole discretion and without notice. Qlik will post any modified Terms of Use on the Qlik Site. Qlik may also impose limits on certain features and services or restrict your access to parts of the Qlik Site without notice or liability. You should periodically check the Terms of Use for such changes. Your continued use of any part of the Qlik Site shall govern your use and access of that particular function or area to which it pertains.

Qlik will not be liable to you or any third-party for any claims or actions arising or resulting from your use, visit, or participation in the Qlik Site and for any modification, suspension, or termination of the Qlik Site.

3. Registration and Eligibility

You must be at least eighteen (18) years old to register to access certain areas of the Qlik Site. If you register, you must provide current, accurate, and complete information about yourself during the account registration process. By registering, you expressly agree to be bound by the Terms of Use. You are responsible for maintaining the confidentiality of your login credentials, and assume all liabilities and responsibilities for any and all activities that occur using your login. You must maintain and promptly update any account information provided to Qlik in order to keep such information up to date, accurate and complete. If you register to use the Qlik Site, you agree that Qlik, or third parties acting on Qlik’s behalf, may send you important information and notices regarding the Qlik Site by email, text messaging or other means based on the information you have provided to Qlik. These Terms of Use are void where prohibited by law and the right to access the Qlik Site is revoked in such jurisdictions. Qlik does not knowingly collect or solicit personal information from anyone under the age of 1 or knowingly allow such persons to register or use the Qlik Site. If you are under 13, please do not attempt to register on the Qlik Site or send any information about yourself to Qlik, including your name, address, telephone number, or email address. In the event Qlik learns that it has collected personal information from a child under age 13 without verification of parental consent, Qlik will delete that information as quickly as possible.

4. Conduct

You must abide by the following rules of conduct when accessing the Qlik Site.

a. Do not engage in any unlawful conduct on the Qlik Site. In particular, do not post, publish, or distribute any defamatory, obscene, infringing or other unlawful material or information on the Qlik Site.
b. Do not use offensive language. If you have any doubts about whether a particular statement might be considered offensive by other users, do not post it.

c. Do not engage in disruptive activity in Garden, Knowledge or Playground, such as engaging in personal attacks or making contributions or comments that might incite other users to violate these guidelines or participate in illegal activities.

d. Do not contribute content that contains photos, software or other material protected by intellectual property laws, rights of privacy or publicity, or any other applicable law unless you own or have rights to these materials.

e. Do not post any instructions, software or other materials that would allow participants or third parties to harm other users’ computers or to inappropriately access software or websites.

f. Do not post any computer programs that contain destructive features, such as viruses, worms or Trojan horses. Do not employ any type of bots for scrolling, showing multiple screens, or other activities that might disrupt online communication.

g. Do not falsely impersonate any other person in the forum, including Qlik employees or agents.

h. Do not misrepresent the source of anything you contribute.

i. While you may use certain aspects of the Qlik Site, you shall not distribute or otherwise publish any content containing a solicitation of funds, promotion, or advertisement. You agree not to solicit other users on the Qlik Site to use, join or become members of any other commercial online or offline service or other organization.

j. Do not rely on the Qlik Site for the safe and secure storage of any materials. The Qlik Site is not designed as the primary place to store any of these materials, and Qlik is not responsible for the alteration, deletion or loss of any stored items. Create back-ups for any materials that you contribute to the Playground.

k. Qlik reserves the right to remove at any time, without notice, any contribution that violates these guidelines. Qlik also reserves the right at any time, without notice, to ban or suspend access rights of any user who has violated these Terms of Use. For clarity, however, Qlik has no obligation to monitor contributions or user activity.

l. You are responsible for your actions on the Qlik Site, including any actions you may take based on information or advice you receive through the Qlik Site. Use your own good judgment when evaluating information provided through the Qlik Site or any other communication service.

m. Any submissions to Garden, Knowledge or Playground is not considered confidential.

5. Contributions

You may elect to create, share or upload information to the Qlik Site, including comments, ideas or suggestions for new or improved software products, technologies, marketing/advertising campaigns or product names, data, articles, documents, discussion forum threads, blog entries, computer code, such as software sample code, source code, scripts, patches, bug fixes, binaries or executables, or other data, material or information (individually and collectively “Contributions”). All Contributions are subject to the Terms of Use. Qlik assumes no responsibility or liability over the sharing of Contributions among users.

6. Contributions Ownership, Rights and Liability

By providing contributions, you grant to Qlik a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, sublicensable, transferable, nocharge, royalty-free, irrevocable license to use, reproduce, distribute, display, perform and otherwise fully exploit such contributions for any and all purposes. Qlik does not claim ownership of any data or other contributions that you or other users provided to the Qlik Site.
In order to grant Qlik and other users of the Qlik Site the rights, permissions and licenses contained herein, you represent and warrant that you either own or have all the necessary intellectual property rights in your submissions or contributions and that your contributions do not violate any intellectual, industrial or other proprietary rights of others. Do not post, upload, submit or otherwise provide contributions that are protected by any rights of others, unless you have the necessary rights or licenses to use and fully exploit such Contributions as contemplated in these Terms of Use. By submitting contributions to the Qlik Site, you warrant that you are not uploading viruses, worms, Trojan horses or other malicious, illegal, or unlawful code which is designed to interrupt, destroy, or limit the functionality of any software or hardware.

You acknowledge and agree that all contributions, data and suggestions are provided on a non-confidential basis notwithstanding any designation or notation of confidentiality. Qlik is under no obligation to and does not control the contributions created, provided or uploaded to the Qlik Site. Qlik reserves the right to take down and remove Contributions that are flagged by users or deemed by Qlik as objectionable, harmful or inaccurate. However, Qlik is under no duty to monitor, take down or remove any Contributions.

7. Project Submissions

a. All project submissions to Qlik Branch Garden must include the following information:

[Name of Project], [Description of Project], [Project Tags], [QlikView and Qlik Sense compatibility information for the Qlik Project] [Project Status] and [Project Repository].

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use or distribute this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

The fields enclosed by brackets "[]" should be replaced with the applicable information for your Qlik Branch Garden Project with the brackets omitted. The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. A file or class name and description of purpose should be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

b. All submissions must also clearly identify the principal contacts for communications with respect to the Qlik Branch Garden project and their contact information and the functional description of the project; and

I. Information about the end users of submitted Qlik projects shall not be collected as part of the download, unless such collection, as well as the types of information collected, how such collected information is used, and with whom such information is shared, is fully and accurately disclosed, typically within a referenced and publicly posted privacy policy. Collection of information includes the use of cookies, web beacons, and similar technology. If information is collected a process must be available for users of the Qlik project to review and make changes to their stored information.

II. By submitting a project, the submitter represents and warrants that they have the necessary legal right and authority to submit the project to the Qlik Site, and that the project (a) meets the functional description and specifications provided by the submitter, and (b) is compatible with the version of Qlik software indicated by the submitter; (c) constitutes an original work and/or development of the submitter, or, if the project includes third party content, that the submitter has acquired all necessary rights to combine such third party content with submitter's work and to offer the combined product or service to the public as set forth below, (d) does not contain any viruses, Trojan horses, worms or other harmful or malicious code, and (e) may be offered freely on the Qlik Site to the public under the terms of an open source license such as the Apache 2.0 license, and does not and will not violate the patent, copyright, trademark or other intellectual property or other right of a third party.

III. The names for any Qlik projects shall not include any Qlik trademarks or logos, or variations thereof. A list of Qlik’s trademarks can be found at www.qlik.com/us/info/trademarks?ga-link=footer
IV. Qlik invests in research and development, and has many products, services, tools, and solutions in development, including its own Qlik Garden projects. You agree and understand there is no guarantee that Qlik is not developing, or will not develop, a product or service or tool (including new features of Qlik software) that may appear to be similar to a project submission.

8. Blogs

Blog authors and blog users (hereinafter “Bloggers”) who post blog entries, comments or other Contributions are expected to adhere to conduct as set forth in Section 4 above. Although Qlik respects the freedom of Bloggers and the Contributions they post, blogs that predominantly discuss topics completely unrelated to Qlik or that consume excessive resources or bandwidth may be taken down at the sole discretion of Qlik. Bloggers understand that they bear the full responsibility of any Contributions they post and that such Contributions may lead to adverse consequences in their personal or professional lives, such as damaged friendships or loss of employment.

9. Third Party Web Sites, Content, Products and Services

The Qlik Site may contain links to web sites and access to data, materials, content, products and services from third parties (collectively “Third Party Content”). These links are available through the Qlik Site merely as a convenience, for informational purposes and the inclusion of such links does not constitute or imply any endorsement or recommendation. You bear all risks associated with the access to and use of such Third Party Content and should refer to the policies posted by other web sites regarding privacy and other topics before you use them. Qlik is not responsible for the availability of any such Third Party Content or for any loss or damage of any sort you may incur from dealing with any third party.

10. Disclaimer

QLIK HAS NO SPECIAL RELATIONSHIP WITH OR FIDUCIARY DUTY TO YOU. THE QLIK SITE AND ALL QLIK SITE CONTENT ARE PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS" AND "AS AVAILABLE" BASIS. QLIK EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND, WHETHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. QLIKTECH AND ITS SUPPLIERS MAKES NO WARRANTY THAT THE QLIK SITE, CUSTOMER COMMUNITIES OR QLIK SITE CONTENT WILL MEET YOUR REQUIREMENTS, THE SITE WILL BE AVAILABLE ON AN UNINTERRUPTED, TIMELY, SECURE, OR ERROR-FREE BASIS, THE RESULTS THAT MAY BE OBTAINED FROM THE USE OF THE QLIK SITE, CUSTOMER COMMUNITIES OR ANY QLIK SITE CONTENT WILL BE ACCURATE, COMPLETE OR RELIABLE; OR THE QUALITY OF ANY QLIK SITE CONTENT PURCHASED OR OBTAINED BY YOU THROUGH THE QLIK SITE WILL MEET YOUR EXPECTATIONS.

ANY QLIK SITE CONTENT DOWNLOADED OR OTHERWISE OBTAINED THROUGH THE USE OF GARDEN, KNOWLEDGE OR PLAYGROUND IS DONE AT YOUR OWN DISCRETION AND RISK. QLIK SHALL HAVE NO RESPONSIBILITY FOR ANY DAMAGE TO YOUR COMPUTER SYSTEM OR LOSS OF DATA THAT RESULTS FROM THE DOWNLOAD OR USE OF CONTRIBUTIONS AND OTHER ACOUNT SERVICES.

11. Limitation of Liability

IN NO EVENT SHALL QLIK OR ANY OF ITS SUPPLIERS, PARTNERS OR AFFILIATES BE LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGES INCURRED BY YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY WHATSOEVER (INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, INCIDENTAL AND CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, LOST PROFITS, OR DAMAGES RESULTING FROM LOST DATA OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) ARISING FROM (A) YOUR ACCESS TO OR USE OF OR INABILITY TO USE THE QLIK SITE OR ANY QLIK SITE CONTENT OR CUSTOMER COMMUNITIES; (B) YOUR RELIANCE UPON ANY OF THE QLIK SITE CONTENT, (C) QLIK'S TERMINATION OR SUSPENSION OF YOUR ACCESS TO ALL OR ANY PART OF THE QLIK SITE, (D) FOR DATA LOSS OR COST OF PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; OR (E) FOR ANY MATTER BEYOND THE CONTROL OF QLIK. WHETHER BASED ON WARRANTY, CONTRACT, TORT, OR ANY OTHER LEGAL THEORY, AND WHETHER OR NOT QLIK IS ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. QLIK'S MAXIMUM LIABILITY ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE QLIK SITE OR YOUR USE OF CONTRIBUTIONS, AND OTHER ACCOUNT SERVICES, REGARDLESS OF THE CAUSE OF ACTION (WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT, BREACH OR WARRANTY OR OTHERWISE), WILL NOT EXCEED THE GREATER OF ONE DOLLAR ($1) AND THE AMOUNTS PAID BY YOU TO QLIK IN THE TWELVE
(12) MONTHS IMMEDIATELY PRECEDING THE EVENTS GIVING RISE TO ANY CLAIM. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE LIMITATION OR EXCLUSION OF LIABILITY. ACCORDINGLY, SOME OF THE ABOVE LIMITATIONS MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU. TO THE EXTENT THAT ANY QLIK PARTY MAY NOT, AS A MATTER OF APPLICABLE LAW, DISCLAIM ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OR LIMIT ITS LIABILITIES, THE SCOPE OF DURATION OF SUCH WARRANTY AND THE EXTENT OF THE QLIK’S PARTY’S LIABILITY SHALL BE THE MINIMUM PERMITTED UNDER SUCH APPLICABLE LAW.

12. Indemnification

If Qlik and its subsidiaries, affiliates, directors, officers, agents, and employees should incur any liability to a third party arising out of or in any way related to (a) your breach of these Terms of Use (or any Supplemental Terms of Use), (b) your use of the Qlik Site, or (c) your Contributions or anything you upload or make accessible through the Qlik Site, you agree to indemnify and hold Qlik and its subsidiaries, affiliates, directors, officers, agents, and employees free and harmless from any such liability, and from all loss, claims, costs, demands, debts and causes of action in connection therewith, including reasonable attorney’s fees and expenses.

13. Privacy Policy

Qlik does not require that you provide personal information, the decision to provide personal information is voluntary. However, in order to access certain areas of the Qlik Site, you must register and provide personal information. By providing your personal information to Qlik, you consent to the collection, processing and storage by Qlik of your personal information in accordance with the terms of Qlik’s Cookie & Privacy Policy and to receive electronic communications from time to time. Qlik may monitor user behavior to: (i) improve our products and services, (ii) market related products and services to users and (iii) monitor for suspicious behavior to mitigate security or compliance issues in the use of Qlik products and services.

14. Export Restrictions/Legal Compliance

You may not access, download, use or export any Qlik Site Content or use or access the Qlik Site in violation of any country’s export laws or regulations or any other applicable laws or regulations. You agree to comply with all export laws and restrictions and regulations of any United States and/or foreign agency or authority (as relevant), and not to directly or indirectly provide or otherwise make available the services and products of Qlik in violation of any such restrictions, laws or regulations, or without all necessary approvals. As applicable, you shall obtain and bear all expenses relating to any necessary licenses and/or exemptions with respect to your own use of the Qlik Site outside the U.S or relevant jurisdiction. You shall not make the services or products of Qlik nor the underlying information or technology available for download or otherwise provide, either directly or indirectly, (i) into any country subject to relevant trade sanctions (including but not limited to those of the U.S. and E.U.), to individuals or entities controlled by such countries, or to nationals or residents of such countries other than nationals who are lawfully admitted permanent residents of countries not subject to such sanctions; or (ii) to anyone on the U.S. Treasury Department's list of Specially Designated Nationals and Blocked Persons, the U.S. Commerce Department's Table of Denial Orders, or the Consolidated List of the EU. By agreeing to these Terms of Use, you agree to the foregoing and represents and warrants that you are not located in, under the control of, or a national or resident of any such country or on any such list.

15. Applicable Law; Dispute Resolution

This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the State of New York without regard to the conflict of laws provisions thereof other than New York General Obligations Law Section 5-1401. Any dispute arising from or relating to the subject matter of this Agreement shall be finally settled by arbitration in New York City using the English language in accordance with the Streamlined Arbitration Rules and Procedures of Judicial Arbitration and Mediation Services, Inc. ("JAMS") then in effect, by one commercial arbitrator with substantial experience in resolving intellectual property and commercial contract disputes, who shall be selected from the appropriate list of JAMS arbitrators in accordance with the Streamlined Arbitration Rules and Procedures of JAMS. Judgment upon the award so rendered may be entered in a court having jurisdiction, or application may be made to such court for judicial acceptance of any award and an order of enforcement, as the case may be. Notwithstanding the foregoing, each party shall have the right to institute an action in a court of proper jurisdiction for injunctive or other equitable relief pending a final decision by the arbitrator. In any action or proceeding to enforce rights under this Agreement, the prevailing party will be entitled to recover costs and attorneys’ fees. For all purposes of this Agreement,
the parties consent to exclusive jurisdiction and venue in the United States Federal Courts located in the Southern District of New York.

16. Copyright Policy/Digital Millennium Copyright Act

You may not post, modify, distribute, or reproduce in any way copyrighted or other proprietary materials without obtaining the prior written consent of the copyright owner of such materials. Qlik may terminate an account, deny access to a site or service, or terminate any user who is alleged to have infringed the copyright or proprietary rights of another. Without limiting the foregoing, if you believe that your copyright or other rights have been infringed, please provide our Designated Agent written notice with the following information: An electronic or physical signature of the person authorized to act on behalf of the owner of the copyright or other interest; a description of the copyrighted work or other work that you claim has been infringed; a description of where the material that you claim is infringing is located on our sites, networks or other repositories; your address, telephone number, and email address; a written statement by you that you have a good faith belief that the disputed use is not authorized by the copyright owner, its agent, or the law; a statement by you, made under penalty of perjury, that the above information in your notice is accurate and that you are the copyright owner or authorized to act on the copyright owner's behalf. Our Designated Agent for notice of claims of copyright infringement can be reached as follows:

QlikTech Inc.,
150 N. Radnor Chester Road Suite E220, Radnor, PA 19087
Attn: General Counsel.

If the disputed materials were posted by a third party identifiable through reasonable efforts, Qlik will provide reasonable notice to the third party of the charge. If the third party responds with a valid counter-notification, Qlik will provide you with a copy so that you may take any other steps you may consider appropriate.

© 2018 QlikTech Inc. All rights reserved.